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The units for the ﬂux densities in Table 1 are not Janskys as indicated, but instead milliJanskys. This affects the IRAS PSC and
FSC, the Akari IRC and FIS, and the MSX ﬂux densities. Thanks to Sylvain Guéhenneux of VizieR at CDS for ﬁnding this error.
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Table 1
Contents of Online Cataloga
Format Units Label Explanations
A26 L name name of source
F11.6 dec RA right ascension of source (J2000)
F11.6 dec Dec declination of source (J2000)
A6 L dlR97 ﬂag to indicate source is part of the dlR97 sample
A4 L C12 ﬂag to indicate star is part of the C12 sample
A5 L lit ﬂag to indicate star is selected from the literature as a Li-rich giant (but not C12 or dlR97)
A4 L LirichLit value of “yes” means source is identiﬁed in the literature as a Li-rich giant
A4 L LirichHere value of “yes” means source is selected here as a Li-rich giant
F7.2 L ALiNLTE A(Li) under the assumption of NLTE from the literature
A2 L ALiLTEl limit ﬂag for A(Li) under the assumption of LTE from the literature
F7.2 L ALiLTE A(Li) under the assumption of LTE from the literature
A2 L Cratiol limit ﬂag on 12C/13C ratio
F5.1 L Cratio 12C/13C ratio
F5.1 km s−1 vsini projected rotational velocity v isin in km s−1 from the literature
I5 K Teff Effective temperature from the literature
F5.1 L logg log g from the literature
F6.2 mag Umag Vega-based magnitude in U band
F6.2 mag Umerr Vega-based magnitude error in U band; taken to be 20% unless speciﬁed
F6.2 mag Bmag Vega-based magnitude in B band
F6.2 mag Bmerr Vega-based magnitude error in B band; taken to be 20% unless speciﬁed
F6.2 mag Vmag Vega-based magnitude in V band
F6.2 mag Vmerr Vega-based magnitude error in V band; taken to be 20% unless speciﬁed
F6.2 mag Rmag Vega-based magnitude in R band
F6.2 mag Rmerr Vega-based magnitude error in R band; taken to be 20% unless speciﬁed
F6.2 mag umag AB SDSS magnitude in u band
F6.2 mag umerr AB SDSS magnitude error in u band
F6.2 mag gmag AB SDSS magnitude in g band
F6.2 mag gmerr AB SDSS magnitude error in g band
F6.2 mag rmag AB SDSS magnitude in r band
F6.2 mag rmerr AB SDSS magnitude error in r band
F6.2 mag imag AB SDSS magnitude in i band
F6.2 mag imerr AB SDSS magnitude error in i band
F6.2 mag zmag AB SDSS magnitude in z band
F6.2 mag zmerr AB SDSS magnitude error in z band
A22 L 2Mname Name from 2MASS or 2MASX catalog
A2 L Jlim limit ﬂag for 2MASS J band
F6.2 mag Jmag Vega-based magnitude in 2MASS J band
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Table 1
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Format Units Label Explanations
F6.2 mag Jmerr Vega-based magnitude error in 2MASS J band
A2 L Jqual 2MASS data quality ﬂag for J (A = best)
A2 L Hlim limit ﬂag for 2MASS H band
F6.2 mag Hmag Vega-based magnitude in 2MASS H band
F6.2 mag Hmerr Vega-based magnitude error in 2MASS H band
A2 L Hqual 2MASS data quality ﬂag for H (A = best)
A2 L Klim limit ﬂag for 2MASS Ks band
F6.2 mag Kmag Vega-based magnitude in 2MASS Ks band
F6.2 mag Kmerr Vega-based magnitude error in 2MASS Ks band
A2 L Kqual 2MASS data quality ﬂag for Ks (A = best)
A18 L DENISname Name from DENIS catalog
F6.2 mag Imag Vega-based DENIS magnitude in I band
F6.2 mag Imerr Vega-based DENIS magnitude error in I band
F6.2 mag Jmag Vega-based DENIS magnitude in J band
F6.2 mag Jmerr Vega-based DENIS magnitude error in J band
F6.2 mag Kmag Vega-based DENIS magnitude in K band
F6.2 mag Kmerr Vega-based DENIS magnitude error in K band
A26 L WISEname Name from WISE (AllWISE) catalog or reject catalog
A2 L W1lim limit ﬂag for WISE-1 ([3.4])
F6.2 mag W1mag Vega-based magnitude in WISE-1 ([3.4])
F6.2 mag W1merr Vega-based magnitude error in WISE-1 ([3.4]); value of -9 for those measures that are limits
A2 mag W1qual WISE-1 ([3.4]) data quality ﬂag (A = best)
A2 L W2lim limit ﬂag for WISE-2 ([4.6])
F6.2 mag W2mag Vega-based magnitude in WISE-2 ([4.6])
F6.2 mag W2merr Vega-based magnitude error in WISE-2 ([4.6]); value of -9 for those measures that are limits
A2 mag W2qual WISE-2 ([4.6]) data quality ﬂag (A = best)
A2 L W3lim limit ﬂag for WISE-3 ([12])
F6.2 mag W3mag Vega-based magnitude in WISE-3 ([12])
F6.2 mag W3merr Vega-based magnitude error in WISE-3 ([12]); value of -9 for those measures that are limits
A2 mag W3qual WISE-3 ([12]) data quality ﬂag (A = best)
A2 L W4lim limit ﬂag for WISE-4 ([22])
F6.2 mag W4mag Vega-based magnitude in WISE-4 ([22])
F6.2 mag W4merr Vega-based magnitude error in WISE-4 ([22]); value of -9 for those measures that are limits
A2 mag W4qual WISE-4 ([22]) data quality ﬂag (A = best)
A27 L SEIPname Name from SEIP source list
F6.2 mag I1mag Vega-based magnitude in IRAC-1 ([3.6])
F6.2 mag I1merr Vega-based magnitude error in IRAC-1([3.6])
F6.2 mag I2mag Vega-based magnitude in IRAC-2 ([4.5])
F6.2 mag I2merr Vega-based magnitude error in IRAC-2 ([4.5])
F6.2 mag I3mag Vega-based magnitude in IRAC-3 ([5.8])
F6.2 mag I3merr Vega-based magnitude error in IRAC-3 ([5.8])
F6.2 mag I4mag Vega-based magnitude in IRAC-4 ([8])
F6.2 mag I4merr Vega-based magnitude error in IRAC-4 ([8])
F6.2 mag M1mag Vega-based magnitude in MIPS-1 ([24])
F6.2 mag M1merr Vega-based magnitude error in MIPS-1 ([24])
A14 L IRASPSCname Name from IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC)
F6.2 mag IRAS1PSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-1 ([12]) from PSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS1PSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-1 from PSC
A2 mag IRAS1PSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-1 from PSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRA21PSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-2 ([25]) from PSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS2PSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-2 from PSC
A2 mag IRAS2PSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-2 from PSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRAS3PSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-3 ([60]) from PSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS3PSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-3 from PSC
A2 mag IRAS3PSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-3 from PSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRAS4PSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-4 ([100]) from PSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS4PSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-4 from PSC
A2 mag IRAS4PSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-4 from PSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
A14 L IRASFSCname Name from IRAS Faint Source Catalog (FSC)
F6.2 mag IRAS1FSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-1 ([12]) from FSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS1FSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-1 from FSC
A2 mag IRAS1FSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-1 from FSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRA21FSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-2 ([25]) from FSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
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F9.2 mJy IRAS2FSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-2 from FSC
A2 mag IRAS2FSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-2 from FSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRAS3FSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-3 ([60]) from FSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS3FSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-3 from FSC
A2 mag IRAS3FSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-3 from FSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
F6.2 mag IRAS4FSCmag Vega-based magnitude in IRAS-4 ([100]) from FSC; errors taken to be 0.22 mags
F9.2 mJy IRAS4FSCfd ﬂux density in mJy in IRAS-4 from FSC
A2 mag IRAS4FSCqual Data quality ﬂag for IRAS-4 from FSC (3 = best, 1 = limit)
A28 L AKARIIRCname Name from AKARI IRC catalog, v1
F9.2 mJy AKARI9fd ﬂux density in mJy in 9 microns from AKARI IRC
F9.2 mJy AKARI9fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 9 microns from AKARI IRC
F9.2 mJy AKARI18fd ﬂux density in mJy in 18 microns from AKARI IRC
F9.2 mJy AKARI18fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 18 microns from AKARI IRC
A28 L AKARIFISname Name from AKARI FIS catalog, v1
F9.2 mJy AKARI65fd ﬂux density in mJy in 65 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI65fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 65 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI90fd ﬂux density in mJy in 90 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI90fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 90 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI140fd ﬂux density in mJy in 140 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI140fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 140 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI160fd ﬂux density in mJy in 160 microns from AKARI FIS
F9.2 mJy AKARI160fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in 160 microns from AKARI FIS
A18 L MSXname Name from MSX catalog
F9.2 mJy MsxAfd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band A (7.76 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxAfderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band A (7.76 μm)–as reported, may be very large
F9.2 mJy MsxB1fd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band B1 (4.29 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxB1fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band B1 (4.29 μm)–as reported, may be very large
F9.2 mJy MsxB2fd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band B2 (4.35 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxB2fderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band B2 (4.35 μm)–as reported, may be very large
F9.2 mJy MsxCfd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band C (11.99 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxCfderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band C (11.99 μm)–as reported, may be very large
F9.2 mJy MsxDfd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band D (14.55 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxDfderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band D (14.55 μm)–as reported, may be very large
F9.2 mJy MsxEfd ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band E (20.68 μm)
F9.2 mJy MsxEfderr error in ﬂux density in mJy in MSX Band E (20.68 μm)–as reported, may be very large
Note.
a This catalog is available in its entirety in the online version of Table 1.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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